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my game keeps on crashing, while upgrading, but still nothing on the download euro truck simulator 2 gives you the chance to become a real truck driver from the comfort of your home! featuring licensed trucks with countless customization options and advanced driving physics, the game delivers an unparalleled driving experience which has put it in the spot
of the most popular truck driving simulator on the market. in game world features numerous landmarks and precisely recreated territories to create the ultimate experience, making you feel as if you were driving the trucks in real life! but let's not be fooled - euro truck simulator 2 is not only about driving - the economy in game allows you to create and grow

your own transportation company exactly as you see fit - the opportunities are endless! euro truck simulator 2 allows you to play in a realistic truck driving environment, where the decisions you take affect your future income. even in the most trivial situations the decisions need to be made wisely, as many decisions will come at unexpected times and place you
in life-or-death situations. in order to make it to the top you will have to make your decisions wisely, drive safely and professionally - and earn a living, not get killed! a good game..it`s about driving trucks around europe and then come home.your character evolves by buying upgrades ( you earn money).when you drive certain routes (say for example you drive

from goldboro (gullv) to new york city (nyc) and you reach the state of new york (ny) then you do it again but this time you start from new york city and end in goldboro and you get to drive your truck in other parts of the united states (remember i don`t want you to get killed.so i`m trying to teach you to drive smart and have good knowledge of the roads
around the united states) and then back home again and i can also make your character a race driver and you can have car races.and what`s better than that you can play it with your friends who have the same version of the game i mean if you are playing with a friend then the game also tracks your driving and sees what roads you drive and what you drive
so you have to drive safe at all times and keep a good profile with the police so you don`t get busted.with police you`ll get damaged your truck and you`ll loose money if you damage your truck.and what`s nice is that you can drive anything in the game and you can change the cab seats at anytime and stuff like that so you can make it your own.and you can
also buy cargo containers.and what`s nice is that some cargo are illegal (like plumbags) and some are legal (like a normal dhl container) so you can build trucks to carry illegal cargo and legal cargo and you can unload them at your destination.and what`s cool is that you can make your own job when you go to other cities to drive cargo to those cities and you

can make profit or waste time.if you do a good job you can get a job at home for like a truck driver or your own business with trucks.i mean depending on what type of cargo you drive on you can make money.and you can make loads that don`t require you to drive all the way back but only have you drive your truck in one spot and then you can ship something
there by sending it from your house and as long as it gets there and you don`t get busted you`ll keep your money.and if you get busted you lose your cargo plus you lose money if you don`t have a good thing to ship.and you can drive with your friends without cheating if you do it the same way.and it has missions and you can customize your truck.and what`s
nice is that you can merge your favorite trucks and you can sell your truck and make money and what`s nice is that your trucks can sleep in the streets and you can sell your trucks and what`s nice is that you can make a business of driving a truck to some destination and you can set your own hours for your trips you can also make friends and what`s cool is

that you can join a racing team and if you win you can make more money.
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i did the update process to get to 1.3.1 and did the process of re-installing, it all went well until i got to load the game, then it stopped and gave me an error box that said that it was unable to connect to the network server. i am using a windows 8, i downloaded this game on a windows 8, i have the game files and i can
start the game, everything works great, and then the game crashes. i understand that this version of the game has been released on wednesday, and the update was on friday which means the update process started at the latest. the update process crashed when it was about done. i had to reinstall the game at this
point and the update process starts to run from that point and it seems to run well. the only problem is that my new install still crashes every time i play a game. i am closing in on bewteen 60-80 hours on this one and i am starting to lose my patience. i am playing from my phone, and also online from my computer

and the phone. i have reinstalled the game two times now, and i just want to know what this game does that causes it to stop and give an error box. i am going to have to get it solved one way or another. i am enjoying this game. it is a very addictive game. i like the map size and the way you can get lost on it. you can
also get lost on the road. it is also nice that you can drive to these places in a truck that you have built. in game purchases are also a nice addition. i really like the game play, the way it plays. i like the fact that you get to choose which truck you are going to drive. i have been playing this game for about 2 years. i am a

truck driving fan and have been enjoying this game for all of that time. i look forward to seeing the game grow. i have been a truck driving fan for a long time. i have always liked truck driving. i don't like the map being made to small. 5ec8ef588b
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